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The summer collection 2021 kleinbasel by Tanja Klein offers a variety of garments for both Men and
Women. These garments combine not only timelessness with modern design but summer lightness
with elegance.

„Cassata“
It allows for diversity not only in shape, use and feel but also within color, as well as pattern. Creating
a collection full of style and options. Whether elegant or day to day casual, the collection dresses a
modern Woman/Man who appreciates creativity just as much as craftsmanship and quality.
This collection is made up from an assorted set of materials that allow the collection to be light yet to
provide comfort. This makes it a collection that is varied to the feel but also to the look. A variation of
Modal jersey, Cotton, Linen, Lyocell and Viscose make up the light collection. These materials make
up garments that can be easily worn in the office or out in town on a warm summer day.
The “bunt” print adds to the collection as it is a youthful and colorful print. It brings all the colors used
within the collection together in one textile as they are combined in a zig-zag pattern that flows through
the textile and garment silhouette. It is accompanied by the striped trousers and blouse, also
combining the colors of the collection in a more elegant way. The rest of the collection consists of solid
colors. This color palette focuses on colors which are easy to combine. They are solid colors, which
range from a cool palette to a warm palette. Yet the collection is neutral and can be combined to fit
any event.
The garments range from wrap dresses and wrap blouses giving movement to the collection. These
can be found in a variety of colors. The collection also consists of a light knit wear dress, perfect for a
summer evening. As any kleinbasel by Tanja Klein collection, the most essential basics are present.
These include jersey shirts, with a variation of sleeve length in order to be used accordingly. These
basics are always adapted to fit the collection and give it a fashionable foundation even when being
simple.
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